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A mother and child share so much together--countless milestones, simple joys, unexpected

challenges, and all the little surprising moments in between. This five-year journal will help you

capture it all--simply turn to today's date and take a few moments to answer the question at the top

of the page. As the journal fills, it will become a loving record and cherished family keepsake.
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Confession: I bought this for a Christmas gift, but started thumbing through the pages and fell in

love with the concept. I've started using it myself, and will have to purchase a second copy for the

intended recipient! :)But I really do love this little book. I think many of us would agree that the

ordinary details of today are going to end up being the sweet and special memories of tomorrow - if

only we could remember them! And that's where this little gem comes in handy. I bought a similar

book when my toddler was first born, but that book did not have any questions/prompts, just blank

pages. I kept up with it at first, but eventually got to a point where I didn't know what to write. It can

be hard to think of something original to write every single day. But with this book, the simple

questions get me writing down memories I never would've thought to record, but know that one day

I will love reading! Sample questions include, "One smell I associate with my child right now is

_____, " "My child's newest friend is ______" and "What is getting easier these days?" Highly

recommend, although if I could give 4.999 stars instead of 5, I probably would, only because I feel

like the book would be even better if it was a little bigger. If you have more than one child and want

to answer the questions for both of them, you will have to write pretty small.



I'm excited to start journaling with this book. It seems like it will be a great memory keeper.

This is such an adorable little book. I knew this was basically a one line a day type of journal with

topics for each day. I may not use the topic every day if there are other things I want to document

but it's great to have on days when I have brain freeze. The topics are thought provoking and I'm

excited for my kids to read it when they get older.I know alot of people had a problem with the large

sticker on the back but I used some Un-Du and it came right off in less thank 5 minutes. Love this

book.

The book is nice. There is a large sticker on the back, which I tried to peel off (as I knew it would not

look nice after 5 years of wear) which took part of the back cover off with it. If you are going to put a

sticker on a book, please make it easy to remove. Like on the back of my "One Line a Day" book by

Chronicle.

Great concept. I ordered two of the Q & A a day for teens for my daughters (12 & 14 years old) and

was hoping we could all write in our own Q & A books together. However, the questions in this book

are geared toward the years when your kids are much younger. I suppose I could adapt the

questions to fit the teen years, but it just seems so...young. I will gift it to someone with a young

child and look for a more suitable book for myself. Otherwise, great, hardcover book and lovely

cover. Small in size, but nicely bound.

Ok. I would just like to say that I talk about this book constantly. I have always had the desire to do a

traditonal journal but never can remember to write in it on a regular basis and on top of that I never

really know what to write!! This book is set up for 5 years. You can start at any time and each day

has a question to answer which takes the guesswork out of what to write. It has a couple of lines for

an answer, so you don't feel like you have to write an essay for the day. It has room for one answer

for each year for five years on each page. I have told everyone about this book and how great it is

and I have even mentioned it on my website (http://life-is-great-at-thirtyeight.siterubix.com) and have

placed a direct link to it from there. It really is worth buying and trying out and it is not expensive at

all. You won't regret this purchase!!

A note on the back cover sticker: be aware that it probably shouldn't be taken off. I just spent 45



minutes removing it with a razor blade and will need Goo Gone to remove sticky residue. The book

cover illustration is beautiful underneath the sticker. It's too bad that there is this flaw. My husband

got the original Q&A a Day 5-year journal and the back cover sticker came off easily.I just got this

journal and I'm really excited to start filling it out over the next 5 years. We have two young

daughters who will be 7 and 5 once I'm done with this journal.

This book is pretty small in size and thus is not as intimidating as I thought it might be.It seems like it

is good quality. It is flexible and the pages are nice. The cover is pretty. The questions are

interesting and it seems like a good variety for a loop journal like this.
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